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Dear Duanesburg Student:

Learning to do research and then producing a final product, whether it is a
research reporto an oral presentation using Powerpointo or even a poster is a very
important part of your school experience. Learning and understanding the research
process will provide skills that you will be able to carry with you to college and/or
the workplacen wherever graduation from DCS takes you. This guide has been
written to help walk you through the successful completion of this task

The staff of the library media center is available at all times to assist you in
the search for information and with this process. Don't be afraid to ask for help.

Research can be an exciting and enjoyable experience. We hope that this
guide will make the mechanical parts of your job easier, so that you can concentrate
on the pleasure of learning something new and sharing that knowledge with others.

Enjoy!
Mrs. Laurel Berbach
March 2008
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SELECTING A TOPIC
Sometimes your teacher will provide a list of possible topics and sometimes you will need to
choose your own topic.

Choose a topic that you like and that you understand. What topic interests you? Which topic
will have enough information in your library? Which topic do you want to know more about?
If you are choosing your own topic, you will probably have to pre-read about your possible
selections in order to make an informed decision.

NARROWING YOUR TOPIC
Once you have chosen a topic, you will focus or nalrow your topic. Focusing or naffowing a
topic means choosing one aspect of that broader topic or subject in order to concentrate your
research in a very specific area. In order to do this you will need to conduct some preliminary
research into the broad topic and do some background reading. A general encyclopedia such as
The World Book Encyclopedia might be a very helpful place to begin background reading.

At this point in the process, your teacher will askyou to develop either afocus question or a
thesis statement. Some teachers may ask you to do both.

FOCUS QUESTION
Your focus question will give you a direction to follow. Your research will answer the
question, so make sure that you are careful to develop a question that will take you in a
direction you want to research. Sometimes your answer will surprise you! Develop a question
that cannot be answered with a simple yes or no. A good strategy is to use the words who,
what, where, when, why or how to begin your question. Other good words to use to start a focus
question are compare, contrast or describe. Some teachers may ask you to develop more than
one focus question.

THESIS STATEMENT
What do you want to learn about your topic? A thesis statement is different from a focus
question in that it is a statement (declarative sentence) rather than a question. It clearly states
your position or opinion on a topic and helps you to further focus on a single issue or aspect of
your topic. It often points to your conclusion. If you have developed a focus question, the
thesis statement will be your answer to the question. You may find that you will need to revise
your thesis statement as you move through the research process and learn more about your
topic. Revising your thesis statement is perfectly acceptable.
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GATHERING AND EVALUATING SOURCES

Students today have a wealth of information from which to choose when gathering
information for research. Below is a list of possible sources you might be able to use to
locate what you will need. Review this list to make sure you have exhausted every
possibility:

o LibrarT electronic catalog (OPAC) for: print books, ebooks , audio-visual
materials such as DVD's, encyclopedias, almanacs and other reference
materials

Library databases for magazines, newspapers, professional journals and
other periodicals

Library databases for information particular to a subject area or that
provides unpublished information such as graduate theses.

The Internet for web sites, free databases, news sources, blogs and wikis

Qualified people as resources

Your libraryts interlibrary loan to access sources from other libraries

As you locate and gather your sources, you will need to evaluate each source (print and
electronic) as to the accuracy and appropriateness of its content. Ask yourself these
questions:

point-of-view?

Remember that sources obtained from a library tend to be more reliable than sources
gathered from the Internet simply because there is qualified staff making preliminary
decisions about appropriateness and relevancy prior to admitting an item or database into
a library collection. While the information located on the Internet may provide
information that is just as valuable, you as the user will need to take extra care to evaluate
that information prior to using it. Remember there are no restrictions or formal screening
procedures for information placed online.
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The criteria below will aid you in evaluating every Internet web page that you are considering for
use in your research. Remember that there is little or no control over the information that is
posted on the Internet. It is up to you to make sure any information you use is accurate!

Criterio for Evoluoting o Web Poge
"Garbage in, gorboge outl"

"Trust, but verify!"
-Wild, Wild Web"

"Dirty Doto"
1) AUTHOR

Who is responsible for this site? Is there an author? What are his
credentials? Is he who he says he is? Is she affiliated with any
organizations and what are the organization's goals? Is the author or
organrzation reputable? Is there a way to contact the author?

2) ACCVP,ACI
Do you notice any errors of fact? Are the facts consistent with what you
already know? What sources are cited for the information contained on
the page? Can you verify the facts with two other sources? Is any
document on the site complete and unaltered?

3) ORTENTATTON
What is the web site's point-of-view (bias, slant)? Does the web page have
a strong opinion? Is there more than one point-of-view? Is there
advertising? What is the web page's purpose? To inform? To sell? To
persuade? What kind of a web page is it? Informational? Commercial?
Blog? Wiki?

.edu educational Be carefull Is the page sponsored by an institution or a

ff :""*:l#HrfHffi'f :ilff;.'3i,il.":#,ffi arweb
.gov government Generally reliable, but could be slanted politically
.mil military Generally reliable
.com commercial Trying to sell a product or service. Will bry to make it

look good!
.org organization Will generally try to persuade or promote a point-of-view.

Try opposing campsl

4) CURRENCy
Is the site current? When was it last updated? Does it matter? Is there a
copyright date?

5) PRESENTATTON
Is the language on the page too difficult for a student your age? Are
there pictures, graphics or audio that enhance the page? Do they relate
to the page? Is the layout of the page easy to figure out?



ABOUT KEY WORDS

Identifing good search terms or key words is a very important step in your quest for
information. Key words are the search terms that you will use to search the Intemet, search a
database or look for print materials in a library catalog. They are the words you will use to look
up information in an index to a book.

To identi$r a list of key words, think of words that are related to your topic. Think of
synonyms. Think of the important words in your thesis or focus question. Think of significant
people related to your topic. If you find a book in the library catalog or an encyclopedia article,
look at the related topics or the subject cross-references. Use the search suggestions below to
help with electronic searches:

Internet Searching Tips Using Key ll/ords @oolean Searches)

ACTION: SEARCH TERM/I(EY WORDS: DESCRIPTION:

order of terms bear polar list the most important key word
first

and/or/not polar and bear locates documents containing
ALLyoar key words

polar or bear locates documents containing
one OR the other
ofyour keywords

polar not bear locates all references to polar,
but nothing on polar bears

polar -bear Google and some other
search engines use the minus
signfor not

parenthesis (polar or grizzly) and bear locates documents containing the key words
polar and bear or the key words grizzly and bem

quotations "polar bear" locates documents containing
the key words in a phrase,
exact order

proximity "bears in the polar region" locates key words in close proximity
to each other

truncation bears bear shorten words to pick up
compan company campanies different forms of the

keyword

tilde -food -facts returns nutrition and cooking information

Some search engines such as Google will use the
tilde (-) to return similar words or synonyms.
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WRITING SOURCE CARDS
(3"x 5" or 4"x6tt Index Cards)

As you begin to gather sources and as you read about your topic, you will start to identify
specific sources that might be useful in your research. At this point you will need to
develop source cards.

You will need to develop source cards in order to:
. Create a Works Consulted and a Works Cited bibliography
o Cite information within your document

Use only one source card per source item. For example, you would develop one source
card for one book or one source card for one article from a webpage.

Including all necessary and accurate data on your source card now will save you time
because you won't have to recheck your sources later on!

lf you use information from any particular source you must record specific information
about that source on your source card. Use the following guidelines for developing
source cards:

As you write each source card, assign a number in the upper right hand corner of
the card. You will use this same number on each of the note cards you create
from this same source.
Depending on the type of source you are using (A book? A webpage? A
magazine article?), you will need to record specific information. Information such
as author, title, publisher and copyright date might be required. Please refer to
the examples below and the DCS sfyte sheef contained in this packet of
information to find out what specific information is required for the type of
source you are using. lf you cannot find the proper format for the type of
source you are using in our DCS Sfy/e Sheel the complefe MLA Handbook r's

c..ad. +--rhe 
f,ir^sf

:r D'ed. >

lnclude: the authors (last name
first for the first author), the
complete title, the place of
publication (use the city in the U. S.
that is closest to you), the publisher
and the copyright date.

,# //ir- d ke co/ared- 
'rfidrr 

oar/s A6 &u-rce- cands, Th is

hu/p Yo+ h"ep fherrt aeparctt'e fraw your uA,"/e-u-)i / /
ffiofe (.arct's /

available in the library.

Examples:
Source Card for a Book with Two Authors:
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Source Gard for a Signed Article from an Encyclopedia

Source Gard for a Web Site:

3

y'rn o/n't ,tkst"hn- ' lhr,.y'o'-)/o)' 
Kho.,/, Jl;','r- zrZ.,oro-r-

"tL
,f%u- Rlta*, 1 t/t1".' ll
rant/vrt, 1'-i LV"- ) a,, ,no / . r-tfa I h+. t I
/€ - 2- t, ihAyt i]," < - t.z.1i2t,t)t/-

h*ryt I >.

Include: the author, the title of the
site, the date the site was posted or
updated, the name of any
associated organization, the date
you accessed the site and the
complete online URL (address).

Include: the author of the article,
the title of the article, the title of the
encyclopedia, and the edition date.

Include: the author of the article,
the title of the article or part, the title
of the original source, the copyright
date of the original source or the
date the original source was posted
or updated, the name of the
database with the provider, any
access or file numbers, the date
you accessed the information and
the URL (address) of the online
database.

Source Card for an Online Database (lncluding an
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What is a bibliography?

A bibliography is a list of sources. There are several types of bibliographies, depending on
your particular need.

Works Consulted
A Worlcs Consulted bibliography is a preliminary list of all the sources you are considering for use during your
research. It is a working bibliography and should be constructed early in the research process in order to make
citing your sources within the text of your research paper easier. You will probably be adding sources to this list as
you go through the research process.

As you find and collect your sources, use the directions listed in the Style Sheet (page h) to construct your source
cards. The Style Sheet will demonstrate the proper formatting for each of your source cards, depending on the type
of source you are using. Fill out source cards (page 6) for each individual source you are using. Alphabetize your
source cards by the first word or name (ignoring the words: a, an, the). Using a word processor such as Microsoft
[Mord, type a Works Consulted bibliography from your source cards. At this point, don't worry about whether you
have actually used any information from a particular source.

Works Cited
A Worlcs Citedblbliography is a list of sources that lists only the sources you actually cited or used to get
information or ideas for your research paper. It is usually a"frrral" list of sources and is included with your final
paper.

Once you have written and finalized the body of your research paper and have used parenthetical citation (page 14)
to cite your sources, you will be able to frnalize a Works Citedbibliography. From your Works Consulted
document, delete any sources that were not cited within the body of your research paper or project. Make sure any
new sources you might have used are included. Make sure your bibliography is properly formatted using the Style
Sheet (page h), then re-title your bibliography as Works Cited andprint.

Annotated bibliography or Annotated List of Works Cited
An annotated bibliography is a list that includes a descriptive or an evaluative summary with each cited source.
Follow the directions above for a Works Cited. but add your evaluative summary after each citation. See formattine
guidelines on page h.

PLAGIARISM

Plagiarism is the act of using someone else's words, information or ideas in your writing or presentation
without giving proper credit to that person. Plagiarism is not ethical. It is a form of cheating. If
copyrighted materials are used as sources and not cited, it is illegal or against the law!

Document everything that you borrow from the sources that you used whether you used a direct
quotation, paraphrased the information or merely used some of the information or an idea.

Follow the Guidelinesfor Documenting Sources (Giving Credit) on page 14 to properly give credit to
your sources.
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TAKING NOTES USING NOTE CARDS
(3tox 5oo or 4"x 6to Index Cards)

Once you have discovered and located your source materials and have filled out a
source card for each item you plan to use for your research, it is time to begin
reading for information and taking notes. Notes are a very important part of the
research process. Taking enough quality notes will make writing your research paper
or project very fast and easy!

Even in this age of computers and word processors, taking notes on note cards is an
efficient way to effectively organize your notes. Note cards will help you organize
and streamline your writing. Note cards will also help you keep track of where each
piece of information was obtained. In other words, note cards will assist you in
documenting your information.

Follow these hints for writing useful and effective note cards:

. Write only one fact or related idea per note card. This may seem wasteful
at first, but it is impossible to rearrange or reorganized note cards that contain
two or more unrelated facts unless you cut them up!

o For each note card that you create, record the number from the source card
that corresponds to the source of the information you used.

. Assign a keyword (a word or a phrase) that summarizes the information on
the card, These keywords will help you organize your note cards by related
notes later on in the process.

. Try to write the notes in your own words (paraphrase). lf you must
record the information exactly as it is written (or cut and paste
something in a word processor), use quotation marks around what you
have copied. You should limit the use of quotation marks in your final
research product.

o Record the page number from the source where you obtained the
information.
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lo ORGANIZING YOUR WRITING
(Using Outlines or Graphic Organizers)

Once you have gathered your information and have taken sufficient notes, your next step will be to create an
outline. Outlines will help you organize your notes so that you can begin writing your rough draft. An
outline is like a road map or GPS! It points you in the direction to go with your thoughts and writing. Some
teachers will ask or allow you to use a graphic organizer instead of an outline. Graphic organizers are great
alternative tools that help you organize your thoughts, but check with your teacher first to make sure it is
alright to use one.

Your first step will be to organize your note cards. Separate your note cards into stacks according to the
common key words that you chose. Then take each stack and organize the cards in such a way that the facts
and ideas make sense. Each stack might be a paragraph (or main idea in your outline.) Remember the writing
process. What is the main idea of that stack? Could that be a topic sentence? Which note cards (facts, ideas)
are supporting details?

Once you have organized your note card stacks, it should be easy to construct a topic or sentence outline or
fill out a graphic organizer.

TOPIC outline: Single words or phrases are used throughout the outline
SENTENCE outline'. Each main idea and supporting detail is a complete sentence throughout the outline

One approach to creating an outline is to use your key words as main ideas and each fact or idea as a
supporting detail.

I.

lI.

Title
Introduction
A. Hint: try using your thesis statement or focus question

First main idea or topic (keyword)
A. Supporting idea or subtopic
B. Supporting idea or subtopic
C. Supporting idea or subtopic

III. Second main idea or topic (keyword)
A. Supporting idea or subtopic

1. Supporting detail
2. Supporting detail

B. Supporting idea or subtopic
1. Supporting detail

IV. Third main idea or topic (keyword)
A. Supporting idea or subtopic
B. Supporting idea or subtopic

V. Conclusion
A. Hint: try writing your thesis statement in a different way



SAMPLE OUTLINE

Vaudeville: The Laushter Lives On

L lntroduction
A. Unique enjoyable form of entertainment
B. Appealed to hardworking Americans

1. Slap-stick comedy
2. Borderline rude skits

C. Previously no access to theater for middle and lower classes
1. Theater only for wealthy
2. Drama or musicals

D. Prepared audience for advent of cinema

II. Popularity
A. Fast pace and many skits

1. Combined ideas and actors
B. Performed in proper theaters and country parks

1. Comedy routines
2. Animal acts
3. Songs and dances
4. Comic monologues
5. Juggling
6. Maeic

il. Laughter
A. Basis of
B. Many forms
c. r87s-t92s

1 About 4000 theaters nationwide
2. Big cities and small towns

Conclusion
A. Powerful form

1. Prepared audience for film
B. Striking features, 1875 - 1925

1. Comedy and laughter
2. Audience involvement
3. "American Dream"
4. Many skits, one performance

C. Transition to cinema and television
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USING THE WRITING PROCESS
TO WRITE YOUR

RESEARCH REPORT

Keep the writing process in mind as you develop and write your research report:

o Use introductory and concluding paragraphs:

THE INTRODACTION.'
Your introduction is probably the most important paragraph in your research paper. It sets the
tone for the entire report. An introductory paragraph should be a single, well-organized
paragraph introducing your topic to the reader. It is a good idea to express your focus question
or thesis statement in your introduction. The introduction should be written to catch the reader's
interest. Avoid sentences that use "I" or such uninteresting phrases as "My report is about...".

Some ideas for beginning an introductory paragraph:

THE CONCLUSION:
This should be a single, well-organizedparagraph that concludes or "wraps up" your report in an
interesting way. It is a good idea to restate your focus question or thesis statement in a different
way in your conclusion. Summarize your main points or make a comment about your
information in your conclusion.

Some ideas for writing a concluding paragraph:

o Follow your outline.
o Use topic sentences and supporting details in every paragraph.
o Use transition sentences.
o Use effective language.
o Cite your sources (quotations, paraphrasing) by using parenthetical (in-text) citations.
o Proofread for mistakes.
o Revise your draft as often as is needed in order to produce a polished, fluent product.
o Check for spelling, grammar and correct usage.
o Try reading your final draft out loud or have others (parent, teacher, librarian) read and edit your

draft before submitting your final product.



t3GUIDELINES FOR F'ORMATTING YOUR RESEARCH REPORT

Follow the guidelines below to produce a properly formatted research report:
o Use white, 8 Yz"-by -1 1" (letter size) paper.
o Choose a standard, plain, easily readable font such as Times New Roman.
o The font size should be no larger than 12.
o Print only on the front side of the paper.
o Use 1" margins, including the top and bottom margin.
o Use Yz" tabs or 5 spaces for paragraph indents
o Always double-space your report, including any quotations and the Works Cited

page.
o Punctuation within a sentence should be followed by one space. While MLA

recommends one space after concluding punctuation, the final decision is left up to
the writer or instructor. Check with your teacher and be consistent throughout your
document.

o Number every page of your paper in the upper right hand corner, aboutVz" from the
top of the paper and justified with the right margin. Include your last name in front
of the page number in case a page is lost. Do not use the word page or any
abbreviation such asp.

Jones I

Katie Jones

Mrs. Brownell

English 10, Period 3

February 12,2008

Vaudeville: The Laughter Lives On

Vaudeville was a unique, enjoyable form of entertainment that through its

outstanding features caused men, women and children to enthusiastically attend

performances. Vaudeville's slap-stick comedy and hilarious, often borderline rude skits

appealed to hardworking Americans at the turn of the century. Meanwhile it enabled

blossoming street musicians to have a fresh start in theater. This newly introduced

entertainment prepared both audiences and performers for the introduction of cinema. Prior

to the time that vaudeville was introduced, wealthy, aristocratic audiences turned to serious
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DOCUMENTING YOUR SOURCES
(Citing Your Sources)

ustNG PARENTHETTCAL REFERENCES (rN-TEXT C|TAT|ON, PARENTHETICAL
clTATroN) wlTHrN YOUR RESEARCH REPORT OR PRESENTATTON

Every time you decide to use information or an idea from a source (printed or electronic) you need
to state where you got that information or idea. This is called "citing" or documenting your source. You
need to document your source when you copy information exactly and use quotation marks. You also need
to document your source when you summarize or paraphrase information (indirect quotation).

The use of parenthetical references is the process by which you indicate how much information you
have borrowed or used and where it can be located.

The purpose of a parenthetical reference is to briefly, clearly and accurately reference your sources
back to the alphabetical list (Works Cited) at the end of your paper. Remember that a parenthetical
reference is placed at the end of the information cited, even though it may be in the middle of the paragraph.

GUTDELTNES FOR DOCUMENTTNG SOURCES (GtVtNG CREDTT)

1. Any time you borrow or copy information directly from a source, you need to place the

information within quotation marks.

o In parentheses, cite the author's last name and the page number(s) of the

source:

One historian argues that the telephone created "a new habit of mind--a

habit of tenseness and alertness, of demanding and expecting immediate

results" (Brooks 117).

Note that there is no comma used within the parenthetical reference. Notice also that

you do not use the word "page" or any abbreviation for the word "page". (No "p." or

"pp.")

2. lf you write the information in your own words, but the information contains ideas and

facts you did not previously know, then you are paraphrasing. (This is sometimes called

indirect quotation.) You do not need to place the information within quotation marks, but

you do need to cite the information.

o The telephone created a different mind set. The telephone user recognized

that he could get quick answers to his questions (Brooks 117).

You do not need to document information that is considered common knowledge.
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3. Use the authols last name in your sentence and place only the page number (s) of
the source in parentheses.

o Brooks points out that the telephone created a different mind set, one in
which the telephone user recognized a desire for quick answers to his
needs and questions (117).

4. Give the author's last name in your sentence when you are citing the entire work
rather than a specific section of passage and omit any parenthetical references.

. Brooks argues that the history of the telephone is characterized by
innovations that have changed public aftitudes toward technology.

5. When there ts no author, place the name of the source and the page within the
parentheses:

o (The World Book Encvclopedia 96-7)

It is permissible to shorten a long title to a few keywords:
. The Phvsical Conditions of the Elizabethan Plavhouses becomes

@48)

6. When there are multiple authors, use the following guidelines:

. Two authors (Smithe and Michaels 44)
e Three authors (Warren, Stevens, and Brown 67)
o More than three authors, use "et al." which is Latin for "and others" (Morrison et

al .  102)

7. When you cite two different authors with the same last name, you need to include the
first names to distinguish between them:

o (Robert Brown 83)

o (Thomas Brown 289)

8. When you cite two different works by the same author, include a shortened version of
the title with a comma after the author's name:

o (Lawrence, Old Theatre Davs 86)

o Lawrence, Pre-restoration g9)
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Katie Jones

Mrs. Brownell

English 10, Period 3

February 12,2008

Vaudeville: The Laughter Lives On

Vaudeville was a unique, enjoyable form of entertainment that through its outstanding

features caused men, women and children to enthusiastically attend performances. Vaudeville's

slap-stick comedy and hilarious, often borderline rude skits appealed to hardworking Americans

at the turn of the century. Meanwhile it enabled blossoming street musicians to have a fresh start

in theater. This newly introduced entertainment prepared both audiences and performers for the

introduction of cinema. Prior to the time that vaudeville was introduced, wealthy, aristocratic

audiences turned to serious drama or musicals while the rest of society was not exposed to

theatre at all. As vaudeville began to flourish, more middle and lower class Americans attended

daily vaudeville shows and were introduced to the idea of theater. Albert L. Mclean, author of

American Vaudeville as Ritual, recognized the many qualities that made vaudeville special to the

American people. He wrote, "Vaudeville as an entirety was a manifestation of the belief in

progress, the pursuit of happiness, and the hope for material success" (viii). He observed the

inspiration that vaudeville gave to Americans hoping for a happier life.

Much of vaudeville's popularity was due to its extremely fast pace and many skits that

combined different ideas and actors into one performance (Green and Laurie 42). A vaudeville

audience whether in a proper city theater or in a country park enjoyed skits such as comedy

routines, well known songs and dances, comic monologues, and animal acts all in succession for

varied amounts of time (Mclean 231). Animal acts included dogs, monkeys, pigeons, and
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ponies. Their acts often were comprised of tight-rope walking dogs and obedient, rider less

horses performing the circus tricks we know today (Laurie Honky Tonks 155-8). A large part of

vaudeville involved juggling numerous objects such as fire, plates and enormous numbers of

colored balls and clubs which mystified audiences (Laurie Revisited 201). Other acts often seen

in vaudeville were unbelievable magic such as classic rabbit and bird acts. These skits provided

excitement because they often directly involved the audiences. Magicians and jugglers often

called upon the crowds for volunteers to take part of the fun. Vaudeville theaters were filled with

laughter and actors striving to maintain an audience's interest by means of a fast, constant

change in entertainment. Laughter, the basis of vaudeville, encouraged it to take place in

different forms for many years in many places throughout the country (Laurie Honky Tonks 8-

9). While we see bits of vaudeville in television and cinema today, it especially flourished within

the United States between 1875 and 1925. During these yeaxs approximately 4000 theaters

located in the center of cities all over the nation (Samuels 4) and many traveling vaudeville

shows in small towns exposed all of American society to vaudeville (Mclean 34). These

traveling shows housed animals, clowns, comedians, and magicians, bringing the essence of

vaudeville to smaller, undeveloped towns.

Early vaudeville's success depended on both the audiences and the actors. Many

audiences of the late 1800's included immigrants and children while the remaining portions of

the theaters were usually frlled with poor, unemployed men. The immigrants felt that they could

leam much about America through vaudeville (Gilbert 251), while the children and men were

drawn to vaudeville's image and escape from reality (Mclean 38-9). Not only the women, but

also the talented actors inspired early audiences to attend vaudeville. In fact, many of the actors

were poor orphans who began their careers on street corners or were possibly discovered at ...
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